SOME REMARKS ON PERPENDICULAR PROJECTION

Dedicated to the memory of Professor Edward Otto
Introduct ion
The paper [1] deals with projections in projective and aiiine space, which are considered as lattices. In order to complete this analysis it is necessary to present projection methods in Euclidean space. This paper describes just properties oi perpendicular projection. The most important methods of projection used in geometry are those which enable us to reconstruct a manifold from its projections and traces [11. Such perpendicular projection systems will be considered in this paper. The lattice theory can be very convenient lor such an analysis. Our terminology and notations follow [11.
Basic definitions and notations
By <£,u,n,6,l> we denote a lattice, where £ is a set, 2 u,n are operations t -• t , 9 is the zero and 1 is the unit of the lattice. By an n-dimensional metric lattice, or projective space, we shall mean a structure <£,u,n,9,1,dim>, where <£,u,n,6,l> is a lattice and dim:£ -• {-1,0,1 n} is a -
-
A. SZu±alec function of dimension. By an n-dimensional alfine space we shall
•ean the structure <£,u,n,9,l,fi,dim>, where <£,u,n,9,l,dim> in n-dimensional projective ¿pace, fi e Z and dim(fi) = n-1. The element ti will be called an (n-1)-hyperplane at infinity. The set 3 = ixeZ : xcfi) will be known as the set of manifolds at infinity, t = {xeZ : ~xcft} will be called the set of proper
•anifolds.
By an.orthocomplemented lattice we shall mean the structure <£,0,0,9,1,'> where <£,u,n,9,l> is a lattice and ':Z -> Z is a function such that for every a,b e Z : if acb, then b'c a', (a')' = a, a u a' = 1, a n a' = 9.
By an n-dimensional Euclidean space we shall mean the structure <Z, u, n,9,1, ti, dim, ' > where <Z, u,n,9,1, fi, dim> is n-dimensional affine space, <9 f ,u,n,9,1,ti, ' > is an orthocomplemented lattice, and 3 is the set of manifolds at infinity.
From the above definition it is seen that function is described on 3.
In affine space two proper manifolds a and b are called parallel (notation allb) if 9 * anh c bnti.
In Euclidean space two proper manifolds a and b are called perpendicular (notation: a j-b) if 9 t bnfi c (ant»)' * fi. Theorem 1. Observe that in Euclidean space if a is a manifold at infinity, then dim(a') + dim(a) = n-2.
•Proof. We have consequently dimla'u a) + dimla'n a) = dim(a') + dim(a), (by Definition A),
(1) a n r n fi c (b^n f»)'n s* (since s'= r n fi and by properties of operations n,u),
-995 - (2) a n r n ft c (b n h)'n s' (by (1) Proof. Assume ax b. Ve get consequently:
(1) a n r n ft c(b n fi)'n r n ft (since a x b and by properties of operation n),
(2) a n ft = a n ft n r * 8 (since aHr), a n t> c (b n ft)'n r ri fi (by (1) and (2)), a n ti c (b n fi)'n s' (since s' = r n ft), a n ft c ((b n ft) u s)' (by properties of function '), a n ft c ((bus) n ft)' (using the modular law), (a n ft) u s c ((b u s) n ft)'us<by properties of operation u), (a n ft) u s c ((b u s) n fi)'u (i n ft)' (since s = (r n ft)'), (a n fi) u s c ((b u s) n ft n r)' (by properties of function '),
p (a n ft) u s c (b n ft)' (using the modular law),
-996 -Perpendicular pio.jaction F F (3) a n fi c lb n fit'
(by properties of operation on n and p definition a ), F F (4) ti Hb n til', a n ft * 8 (by assumption b n s = 9 and properties of functions din and '). and Sj,S2 Sp arbitrary manifolds.
Then every manifold a with n > dim(a) * n-^jp can be reconstructed from its traces a i> a 2 a p with respect to the projection systems Fj = (s^.r^). Since n t. is a proper manifold, t 1 n ti, i=l 1 1 ti t u n it are n-independent in the space <3,u,n,6,h,dim> where 3 is the set of manifolds at infinity of <£, u, n, 9,1, fi, dim>. Then we can use Theorem 8 for (n-1)-dimensional projective space <3 t u,n,6,fi,dim>.a
In an Euclidean space we are interested in reconstruction of perpendicular manifolds. In this point sone properties of incidence relation and perspective projection will be described. It completes the results presented in the paper [1] .
Suppose that in a projective space we have p projection systems ls.,r.), i=l,2 p. For every a the manifold ((a n h) us) n r (confluence p trace) will be denoted by a^ . It presents point or line on drawings where in our imagination parallel manifolds confluent.
In an affine space a projection with respect to a projection system F = (s,r) will be called a perspective projection if F is regular, r a proper manifold, and s n fi = 9* The following theorems hold:
In an affine space for any perspective projection system F = ( s, r) p (1) a = 8p u u s) n t>) whenever ap is a proper manifold (reconstruct ion), The proofs of these theorems are left to the reader.
